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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

PRESIDENT REBECK AT THE UFCW 832 PICKET LINE FOR WINNIPEG SCHOOL DIVISION BUS DRIVERS.

Sisters, Brothers and Friends, the Manitoba
Federation of Labour stands in solidarity
with the millions of people protesting and
advocating for the eradication of systemic
racism in North America and around the
world.

includes stepping-up union anti-racism
work, supporting members who face
racism on the job, and fighting for
workplaces that are free of racism and all
forms of discrimination and harassment.

Racism is real and systemic. All too often,
Canadians seek to comfort themselves
by claiming that systemic racism does
not exist here. But our country rests
on a history of colonization, and antiIndigenous and anti-Black racism. We see
this history continue to manifest itself in
the present day, through things like police
brutality and institutional marginalization.

WINNIPEG SCHOOL DIVISION BUS
DRIVERS ON STRIKE

As trade unionists, we need to join
together in acknowledging, condemning,
and working towards dismantling
systemic racism in our society. This

Black Lives Matter!

Winnipeg School Division bus drivers, who
are members of UFCW 832, are now on
strike. The COVID-19 pandemic has placed
even more demands on the vital work that
school bus drivers do, but the employer
has refused to come to the table with a
reasonable offer. In fact, the Winnipeg
School Division has refused to budge
from offering anything beyond the terms
of the Pallister government’s failed public
sector wage freeze law (Bill 28), which was

struck down as unconstitutional by the
court this summer.These workers deserve
a fair deal, and the MFL is proud to stand
with them on the picket line.

LEGISLATURE RESUMES OCTOBER 7
After an extended shut down due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the Manitoba
Legislature is scheduled to resume on
October 7. There are a number of bills
that are bad for working people before
the Legislature, and I encourage affiliates
to sign up to speak against them once
they go to the committee stage for public
input.
These include bills that will, ban project
labour agreements, privatize conciliation
and mediation services that have
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PARTNERSHIP TO DEFEND
PUBLIC SERVICES WINS MAJOR
COURT VICTORY FOR 120,000
WORKERS

government decided to shut down child birth
services at Flin Flon hospital.

served workers and employers well for
decades, remove public oversight over
Manitoba Hydro rates, and weaken
workplace health and safety.

And if cutting services to help mothers give
birth wasn’t shameful enough, we have also
learned that seniors at Deer Lodge Centre in
Winnipeg are seeing their recreation therapy
services cut in half.

If you would like to 4sign up to speak to
these or other bills at committee, you
can do so by calling 204-945-3636. If
you cannot make a presentation but
want to make your views known, you
can also send in a written submission to
committees@leg.gov.mb.ca.
The MFL’s submissions on bills impacting
working families can be found on our
website at mfl.ca/publications. Feel free to
use these submissions as a template for
your own.

SUPPORT A $15 MINIMUM WAGE
The COVID-19 pandemic has shown how
we all rely on workers whose wages are
too low to pay the bills, even with full-time
work. These workers deserve our thanks,
but they also deserve to be paid enough
to make ends meet.

I’m not sure how much lower you can get than
cutting health services for women who need to
give birth and health services for seniors, but
unfortunately I’m sure the Pallister government
will find a way.
It will take a strong labour movement here in
Manitoba to continue to stand up to the Pallister
government.
We are stronger united, and a number of locals
have affiliated to the MFL in recent months.
AN IMAGE FROM THE MFL’S DIGITAL CAMPAIGN TO RAISE SUPPORT FOR ASince
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The MFL supports full and permanent
immigration status for all
The MFL joins the Migrant Rights Network in calling for full and
permanent immigration status for all, without exclusions.
COVID-19 has exposed deep inequalities in our society. The fault
lines are gendered and racialized: the worst impacts are being felt
by women and in Indigenous, Black and Brown communities. Those
most impacted have received the least support. Meanwhile, large
corporations that have already accumulated immense profits receive
massive bailouts.
Migrants, refugees and undocumented people have lost work
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and wages during the crisis but many have been shut out of
emergency income supports. Those already without wages have been
abandoned. They cannot pay rent, have faced starvation, lost life
savings and are sacrificing essential health care.
Full immigration status for all is necessary for global justice. COVID-19
has ravaged communities around the world, deepening economic and
political crises that are being exploited by governments. Yet, Canada
has closed its borders to refugees and families remain separated.
Canada must support migrants and refugees here, reunite families,
and ensure that no one is forced to leave their homes.

A summer on the picket line for locked-out
Black Cat workers in Selkirk
Shamefully, Black Cat Wear Parts in Selkirk locked-out over 60
members of United Steelworkers Local 9074-12 for two full
months this summer. This happened after the company praised
these workers as essential during the COVID-19 pandemic.

everyone who joined the line over the summer months to stand
in solidarity.

Instead of reaching a fair contract at the bargaining table, Black
Cat chose to impose a lockout for the maximum 60 days allowed
under provincial legislation.
MFL technical staff, proud members of USW Local 9074, joined
President Rebeck at the line on a number of days throughout
the summer. The MFL also organized a solidarity rally to show
support among MFL affiliates, and a number of unions also
showed their support throughout the summer.
These workers deserved better from their employer, but they
have reached a new collective agreement. Thank you to

PRESIDENT REBECK ON THE LINE WITH LOCKED-OUT BLACK CAT WORKERS

2020 Al and Alma Cerilli Scholarship
Chris Oluwafemi Ojo has been awarded this year’s Al and Alma
Cerilli Scholarship. Chris a member of the MGEU who works as a
mental health proctor in the Prairie Mountain Health Region.
Chris is entering a bachelor of nursing program at Lakehead
University, and upon graduation plans to work in Manitoba and
be active in the labour movement.
This $1,000 scholarship is named after Al and Alma Cerilli, lifelong
supporters of the labour movement and the CCF and NDP, who
spent their lives together making Winnipeg a better place for
working families.
Al served as a Regional Vice President of the Canadian
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and General Workers, President
of the Manitoba Federation of Union Retirees, and was integral to
the development of the high school SAFE Workers of Tomorrow
program. Alma was a well-respected fundraiser and was active
in the community as a lifelong member of the East Kildonan
Transcona Resident Advisory Group, and a supporter of working
families who believed in encouraging young people to get active
in their communities and speak out.

CHRIS OLUWAFEMI OJO, WINNER OF THE 2020 AL AND ALMA CERILLI SCHOLARSHIP.

Alma passed away in December 2018. Al continues to
live in East Kildonan Winnipeg.
MANITOBA FEDERATION OF LABOUR
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We need a $15 minimum wage now
The MFL was proud to support a recent report by the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives – Manitoba office that clearly shows
Manitoba’s current minimum wage of $11.65/ hour is insufficient
to lift minimum wage earners out of poverty, even when
government transfers and subsidy programs are included.
The report, titled Surviving on Minimum Wage: Lived Experiences
of Manitoba Workers and Policy Implications, was co-authored by
Jesse Hajer and Ellen Smirl. It includes interviews with 42 workers
in Winnipeg and Brandon on the realities that they face while
living on minimum wage.
As detailed in the report, Manitoba’s minimum wage earners are
just not earning enough to make ends meet, even with full-time
hours. While other provinces have taken action to increase their
minimum wages to levels that allow workers to meet their basic
needs, Manitoba has fallen behind the rest of Canada. In fact,
Manitoba now has the second lowest minimum wage in the
country, and that means thousands of minimum wage earners
and those who make just above it are falling behind too. The
report makes it clear that the provincial government needs to take
action to raise the minimum wage up to a living wage level of $15
an hour, and index increases so that minimum wage earners can
keep up in following years.
The research was conducted prior to the COVID-19 pandemic,
pre-COVID-19 but we know the economic impacts of the
pandemic have disproportionately impacted minimum wage and
low-wage workers, especially in the food, retail and hospitality
sectors.

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted just how much we
rely on the jobs that minimum wage workers do. Whether it is
the groceries that allow us to feed our families or the cleaning
services that make our workplaces and public spaces safer from
this virus, people who earn minimum wage or just above it do
important work. Manitoba needs a minimum wage that pays
enough to lift those who earn it above the poverty line.
The report also confirms precarious work is on the rise in
Manitoba: more minimum wage workers are not receiving fulltime hours. The report finds minimum wage workers are likely to
experience income volatility and unpredictable scheduling. They
often work part-time involuntarily, and that are more likely to
lack benefits such as paid sick days, workplace pension plans, and
health benefits. All of these factors add to a general inability to
meet their basic needs.
The report recommends the Province of Manitoba should:
1) Significantly increase the minimum wage up to $15/an hour
then continue adjustments according to the cost of living;
2) Address precarious working conditions, for example, through
mandatory minimum notice for scheduling changes and paid sick
days; and
3) Meaningfully address poverty through a comprehensive
poverty reduction plan.
You can read the full report at www.policyalternatives.ca/
publications.

President Rebeck speaks at the launch of CCPA Manitoba’s new report on minimum wage.
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Child care central to economic recovery
Unions, employers and economists alike agree that child care is
going to be an essential precondition of economic recovery in our
new COVID-19 world.
Child care has always been needed to give working parents the
flexibility to find good jobs, pursue education and training, and
build better lives for their families.
The child care sector itself is also an important source of
employment for women (albeit at shamefully below-market
wage rates), who make up the vast majority of early childhood
educators.
Within the context of COVID-19, accessible, high quality child care
has taken on even greater importance, as a lynchpin allowing
people to return to work as businesses seek to re-open in what
remain very challenging economic circumstances.
Unfortunately, the Pallister government is failing children and
families when it comes to child care:
- close to half of all child care spaces that existed before the
COVID-19 pandemic hit remain closed today;
- there are more than 16,000 families on Manitoba’s child care
waitlist; and
- child care operating grants have been frozen for four years
in a row, not even keeping up with inflation, never mind 		
the additional health and safety costs associated with the
pandemic.
Rather than solving the problem with greater public investment
– as was recommended in the 2016 Manitoba Commission on

MANITOBA FEDERATION OF LABOUR

Early Learning and Child Care – the austerity-focused Pallister
government is:
-seeking to de-regulate and increase the fees paid by parents
for child care (downloading the cost of childcare on to
individual families);
- ignoring the 2016 Commission and choosing instead to pay
private consulting firm KPMG $600,000 to conduct a new
child care “system review”; and
- passing over Manitoba’s extensive network of established
not-for-profit child care providers and instead contracting
with the Manitoba and Winnipeg Chambers of Commerce
to administer child care funding, despite their total lack of
experience or expertise in the field.
This is not the solution.
Now is time for a major boost in public support to stabilize and
expand Manitoba’s not-for-profit child care sector, to support
child care providers struggling to comply with COVID-19 public
health directives, to enhance system quality with fair working
conditions and compensation, and to lay the foundation for a
truly universal, high quality, accessible and affordable public child
care system that children and families deserve.
Let’s seize the opportunity to not only fix and rebuild child care
in Manitoba, but to enhance and expand it for the good of our
children, for all working families, and for gender equality and
social justice.
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Union Centre mural unveiled
The Union Centre has a brand new mural covering the east side of
the building, and it is a tribute to the working people of Manitoba
who have made up our movement for over 100 years.
Painted by local artist Charlie Johnson, the seven-story mural
depicts scenes and slogans from the Winnipeg General Strike in
black and white and builds into colourful portraits of workers
today.
The mural took eight weeks for Johnston to complete, and adds
vibrancy to the Broadway streetscape. It will be hard for the public
to miss this testiment to our movement while passing by the
Union Centre.

In July, an official ‘unveiling’ of the mural was held in the Union
Centre parking lot, in order to allow for physical distancing. This
piece of art is a tribute and thank you to our Labour movement
and its fight for workplace and social justice.
Thank you to our shop stewards, local executives, incredible staff
and elected leadership that work hard everyday to make work life
better for others. This mural was made possible through Union
contributions to the Winnipeg General Strike Centennial Fund and
from additional support from the Union Centre, which split the
costs to beautify our community together.

PRESIDENT REBECK SPEAKS AT THE EVENT TO MARK THE NEW UNION CENTRE MURAL.
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Partnership to Defend Public Services wins
court battle
This summer, Manitoba’s labour movement
won an important victory for workers and
their Charter-protected right to collective
bargaining.
In June, Manitoba’s Court of Queen’s
Bench Justice McKelvey ruled that the
Pallister government’s heavy-handed
public wage freeze law (Bill 28) violates the
right to collective bargaining for 120,000
Manitobans who work in the public sector.
The decision struck down the law passed
by the Pallister government in 2017. The
ruling confirms what the Partnership to
Defend Public Services has said all along:
the law is unconstitutional.
Manitoba’s unions have always maintained
that this government was violating the
rights of workers, and that Manitoba
should allow the tried and tested process
of collective bargaining to take place in the
public sector.

MANITOBA FEDERATION OF LABOUR

The ruling is strong in its condemnation
of the Pallister government’s law, calling it
“draconian”. Workers throughout the public
sector have been working under expired
contracts for years, and are now facing
the additional challenges of the COVID-19
pandemic.
I want to thank Manitoba’s labour
movement and our great legal team for
this substantial victory for working people.
Manitoba’s unions will always be there to
fight for workers’ rights on the job, and this
legal victory represents another step in the
pursuit of workplace justice.
As was agreed at the beginning of the
trial, the court will now set further dates
to determine what other remediesmay be
ordered.
The Pallister government has indicated it
will pursue an appeal of the decision. It is
unfortunate they are choosing to drag this

process out further instead of bargaining
fair contracts with Manitoba’s dedicated
public sector workers. Over 120,000
workers have been impacted by this
unconstitutional law, and many of them
have been working with expired contracts
while stepping up for all of us during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The Manitoba Court of Queen’s Bench
decision was clear: this law is draconian
and unconstitutional. Working families
deserve better from this government.
The Partnership to Defend Public Services
represents more than 110,000 workers
who are members of: AESES, CUPE, General
Teamsters Local 979, IBEW 2034, IBEW 2085,
IBEW 435, OE Local 987, LALA, MAHCP, MGEU,
MNU, MTS, PIPSC, UA Local 254, PSAC, UFCW 832,
UMFA, UNIFOR, USW 7106, USW 7975, USW 8223,
USW 9074, UWFA, WAPSO IFPTE Local 162, BUFA,
IATSE Local 63, UBC Local 1515, PCAM, and the
MFL.
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Send a Message to Premier Pallister that
you support a $15 Minimum Wage
Go to mfl.ca/livingwage today
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